Treatment adherence in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus correlates with different coping styles, low perception of self-influence on disease, and depressive symptoms
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Background: Insulin analogs are regarded as more convenient to use than human insulin; however, they require a different administration scheme due to their unique pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties. This study aimed to assess difficulties with adherence to treatment with insulin analogs in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), who had previously been treated with human insulin. The associations between difficulties with adherence and clinical, demographic, and psychological characteristics were also evaluated.

Patients and methods: The study was conducted on 3,467 consecutively enrolled patients with T2DM (54.4% women), mean age 63.9 years (SD =9.57), who had recently undergone a physician-directed change in treatment from human insulin to insulin analogs. The questionnaires addressed difficulties with switching the therapy, coping styles, well-being, and perception of self-influence on the disease.

Results: No adherence problems in switching therapy were reported in 56.6% of patients. Specific moderate difficulties were reported in 10.4%–22.1% of patients, major difficulties in 0.7%–6.9% of patients, and very significant difficulties in 0.03%–1.3% of patients. Overall, remembering to modify the insulin dose in the case of additional meals was the most frequently reported difficulty, and problems with identifying hypoglycemic symptoms were the least frequently reported. The increased risk of difficulties was moderately related to low perception of self-influence on diabetes and poor well-being. The intensity of problems was higher among those who were less-educated, lived in rural areas, had complications, and/or reported maladaptive coping styles.

Conclusion: Switching from human insulin to an insulin analog did not cause adherence problems in more than half of the patients. In the remaining patients, difficulties in adherence correlated with maladaptive coping styles, low perception of self-influence on disease course, and depressive symptoms.
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Introduction
The World Health Organization (WHO) defines adherence as “the extent to which a person’s behavior – taking medication, following a diet, and/or executing lifestyle changes – corresponds with agreed recommendations from a health care provider”.

Patient adherence is a derivative of educational initiatives provided by medical staff, but the influence of a patient’s psychosocial profile cannot be overlooked. Indeed, the biopsychosocial model of glycemic control in diabetes includes relationships among...
stress, coping, and regimen adherence. Furthermore, the model indicates that the coping style employed in response to diabetes depends on the perceived degree of control over the disease. Kokoszka and Kokoszka et al introduced this concept of perception of self-influence on the disease and defined it as “the extent of belief about one’s own abilities to shape the disease course”. While the psychosocial problems and barriers related to diabetes mellitus management have been studied extensively, there is scarce information on adherence problems that occur when switching from human biphasic insulin to biphasic insulin analogs. This switch in therapy requires changes in the administration scheme due to significant differences in the pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic profiles between human insulin and insulin analogs. Little is also known about the factors influencing patient adherence during the change in therapy.

The aim of the present study was to assess difficulties with adherence to insulin analogs in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) previously treated with human insulin. The associations between difficulties with adherence and clinical, demographic, and psychological data (including well-being, coping style, and perception of self-influence on the disease) were examined.

**Patients and methods**

In this observational study, 343 physicians from Poland enrolled consecutive patients with T2DM, who were switched from human biphasic insulin to an analog of biphasic insulin. Diabetes was diagnosed according to the Diabetes Poland guidelines published in 2010, ie, symptoms of hyperglycemia and random blood glucose concentration ≥200 mg/dL (≥11.1 mmol/L) or fasting glucose ≥126 mg/dL (≥7.0 mmol/L, based on two measurements on separate occasions) or blood glucose at 120 minutes during an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) ≥200 mg/dL (≥11.1 mmol/L). The patients were selected using the code for diabetes (E11) of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-10). The decision to change treatment was at the discretion of treating physicians; it was separated from patients’ enrollment to the study and was based on the individual patient’s clinical needs. The implemented therapy was treatment with either a biphasic insulin analog only (conventional insulin therapy) or a biphasic insulin analog in combination with a rapid-acting insulin analog (conventional intensified insulin therapy). The inclusion criteria were age >30 years, treatment with biphasic insulin, and change in therapy from human insulin to insulin analog 7–61 days prior to the visit during which the questionnaire was completed.

All patients completed the following assessments during their visit (completed by the physician and/or the patient):

- **Physician questionnaire** – developed for the purpose of the study to collect patient demographic and auxological information, data on the history of diabetes, current metabolic control, and treatment with insulin analogs. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated based on height and weight data extracted from patient medical files.
- **Questionnaire on possible difficulties at the time of switch from human insulin to insulin analogs** (Table S1) – a set of five questions about the level of difficulty in implementing treatment with insulin analogs. These five specific problems were identified based on the patient reports provided by treating clinicians. Each of the possible responses (five-point Likert scale: no problem, insignificant problem, moderate problem, major problem, and very significant problem) corresponded to a score of 0–4. The final score was calculated as the sum of ratings for all answers. The scale showed high reliability (Cronbach’s alpha =0.83), and all items correlated highly with the scale (from 0.6 to 0.7). The questionnaire also contained information on the frequency of adherence errors (having a snack between main meals, injecting a biphasic insulin analog much earlier before a meal, forgetting about changing the analog biphasic insulin dose after eating a snack, and experiencing hypoglycemia). The frequency of errors was reported since the patient’s previous visit, using the five-point Likert scale (never, once, a few times, up to five times, and more than five times). For the purpose of the analysis, the data were dichotomized as one to five times and more than five times.
- **The coping styles were assessed using two questions related to health and social problems from the Brief Method of Evaluating Coping with Disease**. The full version of the questionnaire includes descriptions of four stressful situations (related to health, social, financial, and interpersonal problems); however, for the purpose of this study, only questions related to health and social problems were used. Based on the responses, the patient’s coping style was determined as either task-oriented, best solution-oriented, emotion-oriented, avoidance-oriented, or a combination of the aforementioned styles.
- **WHO-5 well-being index** – initially used for the diagnosis of depression in the general elderly population. Recently, it has been validated as a screening tool for depression in patients with diabetes. The questionnaire contains five positive statements about well-being, and patients...
indicate on the scale (0 [at no time] to 5 [all of time]) for how long over the preceding 2 weeks he/she has been feeling this way. The score is a sum of individual responses, where 0 represents the worst and 25 the best well-being. Patients with a total score of <13 points or those who answered 0 or 1 to any of the five items need further diagnosis. According to more recent guidelines, a total score of <7 points suggests a high probability of depression.11 This tool has adequate internal and external reliability. The questionnaire proved to be sufficiently homogenous (Loevinger’s coefficient 0.47; Mokken’s coefficient >0.3 in nearly all elements).9 In the present study, the Polish version of the index, available on the WHO website, was used.12 The index reliability evaluated on the basis of the trial turned out to be high (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient 0.877).

- Assessment of perception of self-influence on the disease course was performed by the physician using the Likert scale based on criteria for the assessment of the validity of the “Brief measure to assess perception of self-influence on the disease course. Version for diabetes”.”23 The score ranged from 0 to 4, with 0 indicating the lowest and 4 the highest influence on the disease course.

Ethical statement
The study was approved by the Bioethics Committee of the Medical University of Warsaw. All patients were provided with oral and written information about the study, before signing an informed consent form.

Statistical analysis
The SPSS statistical package (version 17) was used for all data analyses. The normality of the distribution of variables was tested using two tests: the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test and the Shapiro–Wilk test. As the data were not normally distributed, nonparametric tests were applied. To compare differences in the severity of difficulties with adherence to the therapy among groups with differing levels of education, place of residence, or BMI, the chi-square test was used for nominal variables, while the Mann–Whitney U test and the Kruskal–Wallis H test were used for ordinal variables. The Kruskal–Wallis H test (including the chi-square test) is a rank-based nonparametric test that can be used to determine if there are statistically significant differences between two or more groups of an independent variable on a continuous or ordinal dependent variable. It is considered the nonparametric alternative to the one-way analysis of variance to allow the comparison of more than two independent groups.

To assess correlations between severity of the difficulties and variables such as age and BMI, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was calculated. The Spearman’s rho correlation coefficient is the non-parametric equivalent of Pearson’s r coefficient. A significance level of 0.05 was used in all tests. To minimize the probability of misclassification of data originating from patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus, only patients ≥30 years of age were included in the analysis dataset.

Results
In total, 4,041 sets of completed questionnaires were collected. Among the included patients, 91.2% started treatment with insulin analogs 7–61 days before inclusion into the study (mean =21.0; SD =9.23 days). After excluding patients younger than 30 years, 3,467 patients were included in the analysis.

Characteristics of the studied group
The sample consisted of 1,887 (54.4%) women and 1,580 (45.6%) men. The age of the patients ranged from 32 to 93 years (mean =63.9; SD =9.57 years), height from 1.46 to 1.97 m (mean =1.7; SD =0.86 m), and weight from 41 to 182 kg (mean =82.8; SD =13.35 kg). In total, 25.2% of patients reported “village” as their place of residence, 40.2% reported “town”, and 34.6% reported “city”. Regarding education, 35.5% of patients reported they had basic education, 52.6% reported secondary education, and 11.9% reported that they had completed a university degree. The mean duration of T2DM was 10.2 (SD =6.17) years, and the mean duration of the previous therapy with human insulin was 4.8 (SD =3.72) years. The following long-term diabetes complications were reported: macroangiopathy in 1,519 patients (43.8%), retinopathy in 1,136 (32.8%), neuropathy in 892 (25.7%), and nephropathy in 360 (10.4%).

Difficulties related to changing treatments from human insulin to an insulin analog
Switching from human insulin to a biphasic insulin analog posed no difficulties in adherence for more than half of the patients (56.6%). Whereas, major and very significant problems with adherence to modified therapy were reported by 1.3% and 0.1% of patients, respectively. The most frequently reported difficulties (on each level of difficulty) were remembering to adjust the dose of the biphasic insulin analog in the case of an extra meal and skipping snacks between main meals. The data indicate that not needing to wait 30 minutes
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for a meal following injection was not a problem or at most a moderate problem for 99% of patients. Less than 2% of patients reported difficulties with identifying hypoglycemic symptoms as major or very significant. The details are presented in Table 1.

The patient-reported difficulties in adherence to the therapy were reflected in the frequency of adherence errors defined in the Questionnaire on possible difficulties at the time of switch from human insulin to insulin analogs. The most common lack of adherence was snacking between meals, and the least common was hypoglycemia (Table 2).

Severity of difficulties in adherence was positively correlated with age (rho =0.11; P<0.001), with the level of education (chi-square =92.73; df=2; P=0.0001), and with the place of residence (P=0.0001) but was not related to gender. With regard to education, patients who had completed a higher level of education reported fewer problems, and those with only a basic level of education reported the most severe difficulties. The more significant difficulties in adherence were seen in patients dwelling in rural areas than those who resided in big cities. Furthermore, small but statistically significant correlations were observed between the severity of difficulties and HbA1c (data not shown).

Impact of BMI

The mean BMI in the study population was 29.7 kg/m² (SD =4.45). Differences in mean BMI between patient subgroups stratified by the degree of difficulty in skipping snacks between main meals were observed (P=0.0001; Figure 1), with greater problems reported by patients with a higher BMI than by those with lower BMI.

Coping styles

In the studied population, the most common coping style was the mixed/undifferentiated style (26.9%), and the least common was an emotion-oriented style (9.1%). The greatest difficulties (mean rank of difficulties in adherence) were observed in patients who used an emotion-oriented coping strategy and the lowest in those who used an adaptive mixed coping style, specifically seeking the best solution and focused

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Level of difficulty caused by a switch from human biphasic insulin to a biphasic insulin analog as experienced by patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Level of difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the change in treatment to a biphasic insulin analog and not needing to wait 30 minutes for a meal following insulin analog injection pose a problem for you?</td>
<td>2,145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the change in treatment to a biphasic insulin analog make it difficult for you to skip snacks between main meals?</td>
<td>1,401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it difficult to remember the additional, adjusted dose of biphasic insulin analog required in case of an extra meal/snack?</td>
<td>1,307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the change in treatment to a biphasic insulin analog make it difficult for you to identify hypoglycemic symptoms?</td>
<td>2,311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the change in treatment to a biphasic insulin analog make it difficult for you to comply with the therapy?</td>
<td>1,961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data are presented as a number (n) and proportion (%) of patients who reported certain degree of difficulty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Frequency of adherence errors after changing from human biphasic insulin to a biphasic insulin analog reported by the patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adherence error</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having a snack between main meals</td>
<td>694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgetting about changing the biphasic insulin analog dose after eating a snack</td>
<td>1,177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injecting the biphasic insulin analog much earlier before a meal</td>
<td>1,883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiencing hypoglycemia</td>
<td>2,377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Because of missing data the percentage does not sum up to 100%.
on task-oriented coping strategies (chi-square $=159.87$; $P=0.0001$). The detailed data are presented in Table 3.

Well-being and risk of depression
The mean WHO-5 scale score in the entire study population was 15.1 (SD $=4.77$). A result of $<13$ points or an answer of 0 to 1 to any of the five items was noted for 913 patients (26.3%) and a result of $<7$ points on the WHO-5 scale was recorded for 256 patients (7.4%).

A negative correlation between the results of the WHO-5 scale and problems with adherence to therapy was observed (Spearman rho $=-0.295$; $P<0.0001$). A higher incidence of difficulties with adherence was reported by patients with low scores on the WHO-5 scale.

Table 3 Difficulties in adherence to the therapy for persons with different coping styles (the severity of difficulties is presented as the value of mean rank)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease-coping strategy used</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive mixed (task- and best solution-oriented)</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>1,413.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best solution-oriented</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>1,417.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task-oriented</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>1,432.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed/undifferentiated</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>1,631.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance-oriented</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>1,743.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maladaptive mixed (emotion- and avoidance-oriented)</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>1,855.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion-oriented</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>2,071.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3,247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Perception of self-influence on the disease course
The mean score in the entire study population was 2.5 (SD $=0.96$). Severity of difficulties in adherence to the recommendations during treatment with insulin analogs was negatively correlated with the degree of the perception of self-influence on the course of the diabetes (Spearman rho $=-0.295$; $P<0.01$). A lower intensity of problems with adherence was observed in patients with a higher level of perception of self-influence on the course of the disease.

Discussion
In the present study, patient adherence following a physician-directed switch from human insulin to an insulin analog was evaluated. Modification of therapy is usually postponed both by patients and physicians because it is associated with a sacrifice of time and the need for additional education; however, in the present study more than half of the patients had no problem adjusting to the new regimen. This ease of transition is probably due to the good safety profile and simple dosage scheme of insulin analogs, which make them a more effective and convenient therapy in comparison with human insulin. The results of the IMPROVE study indicate that intensifying the basal insulin (both human insulin and insulin analogs) regimens to the biphasic insulin regimen positively affects the outcomes of therapy. The authors observed improved glycemic control, reduced risk of
hypoglycemia, no significant change in weight, and increased patient satisfaction after such change in the therapy. These treatment benefits may result from better pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of the biphasic insulin analog and the fact that it could be dosed immediately before or after a meal. In the present study, the most frequently reported, but not severe, difficulties were the need to adjust the dose of the biphasic insulin analog in the case of an extra meal and to forego snacking between main meals. Consequently, snacking between main meals and forgetting to adjust the insulin analog dose were the most frequent types of errors. We performed indirect analysis and assessment of the relationship between the level of difficulties in abstaining from the snacks and BMI. As expected, patients with higher BMI had greater problems with snacking between main meals than patients with normal weight. This finding may have clinical implications because higher basal BMI is a negative predictor of success in diabetes treatment, and obesity is associated with worsened glycemic control in patients with T2DM treated with insulin.

Glycemic control influenced by adherence is dependent on many factors, including patient coping strategies. Previous work has proven that positive coping styles (more approach-oriented and those focused on dealing with the stressor itself) are associated with better glycemic control. Conversely, avoidant and emotional strategies (dealing with the emotional response to a stressor) are associated with adjustment problems and regimen nonadherence. Similar observations were made in our study — the most severe difficulties were reported by patients with an emotion-oriented coping strategy and the lowest in those using an adaptive mixed strategy where they applied the best solution and task-oriented coping strategies. According to the psychological “goodness of fit” hypothesis, the coping mechanism is related to the controllability of a stressor. When dealing with a controllable agent, people are more likely to use a problem-focused coping strategy, though a patient’s selection of coping style also depends on the severity and duration of disease, with the impact of patient experiences, including emotional and cognitive factors, influencing the decision. Nonetheless, any application of problem-solving strategies requires the perception of the possibility of gaining control over the stressful problem.

In turn, the perception of having control of the diabetes requires the perception of self-influence on the course of the disease. The concept of self-influence relates only to coping with the disease and so is consequently narrower than the perceived self-efficacy, which determines how a person feels, thinks, self-motivates, and behaves. Hence, perception of self-influence is related to disease management and is therefore more precise. In our study, a higher level of perception of self-influence on the course of the disease was related to a lower intensity of problems with adherence. Similarly, Sarkadi et al observed that patients belonging to the “active” category of their self-perceived role in diabetes management have better outcomes compared to those having a “passive” attitude. Indeed, perceived control of diabetes was found to be a significant predictor of engagement in diabetes and desirable health behaviors that strongly influence adherence to the therapy.

The presence of diabetes almost doubles the risk of comorbid depression. In turn, it is well documented that depression and low well-being are related to nonadherence to treatment, and patients with depression usually have poorer glycemic control. As ~30% of patients with diabetes have depressive symptoms and ~12%–18% meet the criteria of major depression, it is a serious problem. A similar relationship was observed in the present study: patients who received a low score on the WHO-5 scale, an indicator for depression, had worse adherence, as measured by mean higher incidences of difficulties with the therapy. Our results indicate that there is a need for screening for depression symptoms in patients with diabetes and that treating depression may enhance diabetes control by improving patient adherence.

Study limitations

As the present study relies on patient-reported data, it is important to remember that the time elapsed from the implementation of insulin analog to the time of this study varied widely from patient to patient. For this reason, it is possible that patients who started insulin analog therapy earlier might not have recalled all the initial difficulties as easily as those who had started treatment more recently. Furthermore, a certain degree of selection bias may impact the results. The study population consisted of consecutive patients switching therapy and not consecutive patients on human insulin. Therefore, patients who accepted this new therapy were likely expecting to benefit from the switch and, therefore, showed strong adherence. The author also acknowledges that the psychological measures used in the present study do not have strong psychometric proprieties; however, they are useful, commonly used tools applied by the physician during a regular medical visit. In summary, these results should be interpreted with caution, keeping in mind the limitations discussed earlier and also those inherent to the nature of...
observational studies, such as recall bias, missing data, and sporadically observed lower data quality.

**Conclusion**

Overall, switching from human biphasic insulin to biphasic insulin analogs did not cause significant problems in adherence for the majority of patients. However, a subset of patients did report difficulties with treatment adherence, typically those who presented with emotion-oriented coping strategies, low perception of self-influence on disease, or depressive symptoms. It is therefore reasonable to suggest that the approach to treatment of diabetic patients should be biopsychosocial rather than simply biomedical.
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**Supplementary material**

**Table S1 Questionnaire on possible difficulties at the time of switch from human insulin to insulin analogs (completed by the physician and the patient)**

Any change in treatment may present potential challenges for patients. A switch from human insulins to insulin analogs may also pose such risk. Therefore, I am asking you to assess whether – and if so to what extent – this change in treatment makes a problem in the context of the following issues. Please, rate, whether each of the problems mentioned in the following questions caused: no problem, insignificant problem, moderate problem, major problem, or very significant problem.

You may find answering these questions easier if you look at the questionnaire together with me.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential problem</th>
<th>No problem</th>
<th>Insignificant problem</th>
<th>Moderate problem</th>
<th>Major problem</th>
<th>Very significant problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Does the change in treatment to a biphasic insulin analog and not needing to wait 30 min for a meal following insulin analog injection pose a problem for you?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Does the change of treatment to a biphasic insulin analog make it difficult for you to skip snacks between main meals?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Is it difficult to remember the additional, adjusted dose of biphasic insulin analog required in case of an extra meal/snack?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Does the change of treatment to a biphasic insulin analog make it difficult for you to identify hypoglycemic symptoms?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Does the change of treatment to a biphasic insulin analog make it difficult for you to comply with the therapy?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**How frequently since your last visit did you happen to:**

- Have a snack between the main meals?
- Forget to modify the analog dose in case of eating a snack?
- Inject insulin analog much earlier before a meal?
- Experience hypoglycemia?
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